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The existence of periodic quasisolutions and the dynamics for a couple system of
semilinear parabolic equations with discrete time delays and periodic coefficients
are investigated using the method of upper and lower solutions. It is shown that if
the reaction function in the system possesses a mixed quasimonotone property and
the periodic boundary value system has a pair of coupled T-upper and lower
solutions then the periodic boundary value problem has a pair of periodic quasiso-
lutions and the sector between the quasisolutions is an attractor of the delayed
periodic parabolic system. Under some additional conditions the periodic quasiso-
lutions are exactly true periodic solutions of the periodic boundary value system.
Finally, three models arising from ecology are given to illustrate the obtained
results.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Periodic nonlinear parabolic systems without delays have been studied
 by many researchers 3, 59, 11 . In recent years, considerable attention
 has been given to periodic parabolic systems with delays 11, 12 . In this
paper, we consider a coupled system of periodic parabolic equations with
1The project is supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China.
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delays which is given in the form
 ui  L u  f x , t , u , u ,  0, ,Ž . Ž .i i i  t 1.1Ž .
 B u x , t  h x , t ,  0, ,Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i
 u x , t   x , t ,   , 0 i 1, 2, . . . , n , 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i
where
u x , t  u x , t , . . . , u x , t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 n
u x , t  u x , t  , . . . , u x , t  ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 1 1 n n
for some positive constants  , . . . ,  and  is a bounded domain in R N1 n
with boundary . The operators L , B are given byi i
N 2 N u ui ii iL u  a x , t  b x , t ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i jk j x  x  xj k jj, k1 j1
 ui
B u     x , t u i 1, . . . , n ,Ž . Ž .i i i i i n
where denotes the outward normal derivative on . It is assumed thatn
for each i 1, . . . , n, L for each t R is a uniformly elliptic operator, Bi i
Ž Ž . .is of either Dirichlet type   0,  x, t  1 or NeumannRobin typei i
Ž Ž . .  1,  x, t 	 0 , and it is allowed to be a different type for differenti i
i.
  Ž . Ž .In 1 , C. V. Pao studied the system 1.1 and 1.2 and proposed the
 existence-comparison theorem using the monotone method. In 2 , using
  Ž . Ž .the result in 1 , he investigated the dynamics of the system 1.1 and 1.2 ,
Ž .where it is shown that if the elliptic system corresponding to 1.1 has a
pair of coupled upper and lower solutions then there is a pair of quasisolu-
tions of the elliptic system and the sector between the quasisolutions is an
Ž . Ž .attractor of the delayed parabolic system 1.1 and 1.2 .
   In this paper, using the result in 1 and the technique in 6 , we will
 obtain similar results to those in 2 for the periodic parabolic systems with
delays. More precisely, we will obtain the existence of periodic quasisolu-
Ž .tions for the periodic boundary value system 1.1 and show that the sector
between the periodic quasisolutions is an attractor of the periodic parabolic
Ž . Ž .system 1.1 and 1.2 . Moreover, the applications are given to some
models in ecology. From these examples we can see that, for some special
models, the periodic quasisolutions are exactly periodic solutions and the
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Ž . Ž .asymptotic behavior of solutions of 1.1 and 1.2 gives the stability of
periodic solution.
2. PRELIMINARIES
We set
D 0, , S  0, , D 0, ,Ž . Ž . .
Ž i.   Ž1. Žn.Q   , 0 , Q Q  			Q ,0 i 0 0 0
Ž i. Ž1. Žn.Q   , , QQ  			Q ..i
 Ž .Denote by C D the set of functions which are Holder continuous in D¨T
Ž .with exponent  0, 1 and T-periodic in the t function and denote by
2, 1Ž .C D the set of functions which are once continuously differentiableT
Ž .and T-periodic in t 0, and twice continuously differentiable in x.
Ž .The above spaces for vector-valued functions with n components are
 Ž . 2, 1Ž .denoted by E D and E D , respectively. Similar notations are usedT T
for other function spaces and other domains. Throughout the paper we
assume that for each i 1, . . . , n, the coefficients of L and the firsti
partial derivatives of aŽ i. are in C, the boundary coefficient  is injk T i
1 Ž . 1C S , and  is of class C . We also assume that h and  areT i i
Ž i.Holder continuous in S and Q , respectively, h is T-periodic in t and¨ 0 i
satisfies the compatibility conditions at t 0 where   0. The functioni
Ž . Ž .f x, t, u,  is assumed to be Holder continuous in x, t and T-periodic in¨i
t and continuously differentiable in u and  for u,  in some bounded
subset of Rn. The above smoothness assumptions are used to ensure the
Ž . Ž .existence of a classical solution to 1.1 and 1.2 by the method of upper
and lower solutions when the vector function
f 	, 	 , u ,   f 	, 	 , u ,  , . . . , f 	, 	 , u , Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 n
possesses a mixed quasimonotone property in some subset 
 of Rn.
Specifically, by writing u and u in the split forms
       u u , u , u , u  u , u ,Ž . Ž .a b c di   i i t i
where a , b , c , and d are some nonnegative integers we have thei i i i
following definition
  Ž .DEFINITION 2.1 1, 2 . A vector function f 	, 	 , u,  is said to be mixed
quasimonotone in 
 if for each i 1, . . . , n, there exist nonnegative
integers a , b , c , and d with a  b  n 1, c  d  n, such that fori i i i i i i i
Ž      Ž    . Ž .every u u , u , u and    ,  in 
, f 	, 	 , u,  is mono-i a b c di i i i
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     tone nondecreasing in u and  and monotone nonincreasing in ua c bi i i  Ž .and  . The function f 	, 	 , u,  is said to be quasimonotone nonde-di
creasing in 
 if b  d  0 for all i.i i
Ž .Under the Definition 2.1, we can rewrite the system 1.1 in the form
 ui         L u  f x , t , u , u , u , u , u , in D ,Ž .a b c di i i i  i i i i t 2.1Ž .
B u  h x , t i 1, 2, . . . , n on S.Ž . Ž .i i i
Ž .Then the mixed quasimonotone property of f 	, 	 , u, u leads to the
following definition
 DEFINITION 2.2 1, 2 . A pair of functions
u u , . . . , u , u u , . . . , u˜ ˜ ˜ ˆ ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .1 n 1 n
2, 1Ž . Ž .in E Q 
 E Q is called the coupled upper and lower solutions of the
Ž . Ž .parabolic system 2.1 and 1.2 if u	 u in Q, and if˜ ˆ
 u˜i     L u 	 f x , t , u , u , u , u , u , in D ,˜ ˜ ˜ ˆ ˜ ˆŽ .a b c di i i i  i i i i t
 uˆi     L u  f x , t , u , u , u , u , u , in D , 2.2Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˜ ˆ ˜Ž .a b c di i i i  i i i i t
B u 	 h x , t 	 B u , on S,Ž .˜ ˆi i i i i
u x , t 	  x , t 	 u x , t i 1, 2, . . . , n in QŽ i. . 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ ˆi i i 0
DEFINITION 2.3. A pair of functions
u u , . . . , u , u u , . . . , u˜ ˜ ˜ ˆ ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .1 n 1 n
2, 1Ž . Ž .in E Q 
 E Q is called the coupled T-upper and lower solutions of
Ž . Ž .the periodic boundary systems 2.1 if u	 u in Q, and if u, u satisfy 2.2˜ ˆ ˜ ˆ
with
u x , t 	 u x , t T , u x , t  u x , t T , in QŽ i. . 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ ˜ ˆ ˆi i i i 0
For a given pair of coupled T-upper and lower solutions u and u we set˜ ˆ
² :u , u  u E Q : u u u 4ˆ ˜ ˆ ˜Ž .
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and make the following basic hypothesis on f :
Ž . Ž . 1H f 	, 	 , u,  is a C function and possesses a mixedly quasimono-
² :tone property in 
 u, u .ˆ ˜
² :This hypothesis implies that f is Lipschitz continuous in 
 u, u .ˆ ˜i
Ž .Under the above hypothesis H we have the following existence-compari-
 son theorem from 1 .
THEOREM 2.1. Let u, u be a pair of coupled upper and lower solutions of˜ ˆ
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2.1 and 1.2 and let H hold. Then the system 2.1 and 1.2 has a unique
² :solution u in u, u .ˆ ˜
3. MAIN RESULTS
From the above definitions we know that upper and lower solutions are
Ž .in general coupled. However, if f 	, 	 , u, u is quasimonotone nondecreas-
ing the upper and lower solutions are not coupled. In this situation u, u˜ ˆ
are called ordered upper and lower solutions. We first consider this case.
THEOREM 3.1. Let u, u be a pair of ordered T-upper and lower solutions˜ ˆ
Ž . Ž .of 2.1 , and assume that f 	, 	 , u, u is quasimonotone nondecreasing in
² :u, u . Then there exist a maximal T-periodic solution u* and a minimalˆ ˜
Ž . ² :T-periodic solution u* of 2.1 in the sector u, u . Moreoer, for any initialˆ ˜
Ž . Ž .function  x, t with u  u in Q , the corresponding solution u x, t ofˆ ˜ 0
Ž . Ž .2.1 and 1.2 satisfies the inequalities
u* x , t  u x , t  u* x , t , as t  x . 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Proof. In the initial condition 1.2 , we let
 x , t  u x , t , in Q , 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ 0
 x , t  u x , t , in Q , 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ 0
Ž . Ž .respectively, and consider the initial boundary value problems 2.1 , 3.2
Ž . Ž .and 2.1 , 3.3 . It is clear from the Definition 2.2 that u, u are upper and˜ ˆ
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .lower solutions of both 2.1 , 3.2 and 2.1 , 3.3 . By Theorem 2.1, the
Ž . Ž . ŽŽ . Ž .. Ž .Ž Ž ..problem 2.1 , 3.2 2.1 , 3.3 has a unique solution u x, t u x, t in the
² :  sector u, u . Using a basic parabolic comparison principle 1, 2 , we haveˆ ˜
u x , t  u x , t  u x , t  u x , t , in Q. 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˜
Ž1. Ž1.Ž . Ž . Ž .If u x, t  u x, t T , u  u x, t T , then, since the boundary
Ž1. Ž1.Ž .value problem 2.1 is T-periodic in t, it follows that u , u still satisfy
Ž .2.1 .
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Ž . Ž .From 2.4 and 3.4 we see that
Ž1. Ž0.u x , t  u x , t T  u x , t T  u x , t  u x , t , in Q ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ ˜ 0
uŽ0. x , t  u x , t  u x , t T  u x , t T  uŽ1. x , t , in Q .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ 0
3.5Ž .
So the comparison principle referred to above implies that
Ž1. Ž0.u x , t  u x , t , in Q,Ž . Ž .
uŽ0. x , t  uŽ1. x , t , in Q.Ž . Ž .
If for each integer m, m 1, 2, . . . , we define
Žm. Žm.u x , t  u x , tmT , u x , t  u x , tmT .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .then from 3.4 , 3.5 , and an induction argument, we have
Žm1. Žm.u x , t  u x , t ,Ž . Ž .
uŽm1. x , t 	 uŽm. x , t , in Q. 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž .
Žm. Žm.u x , t  u x , t  u x , t  u x , t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˜
Ž .It follows from 3.6 that there exist functions u*, u* defined on Q such
that
Žm. Žm.lim u x , t  u* x , t , lim u x , t  u* x , t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
m m
on Q. We shall show that u* and u* are smooth and T-periodic solutions
Ž .of the periodic boundary value problem 2.1 by the bootstrap technique
 used in 6 .
   Let Q and Q denote  0, 4T and  T , 4T , respectively, and1 2
Ž .   Ž .let  t be a smooth function defined on 0, 4T such that  t  0 if
T Ž . Ž .0 t ,  t  1 if T t 4T , and 0  t  1. For arbitrary inte-2
gers p and q, by the mean-value theorem, we have
Žq. Ž p.M  u M uŽ . Ž .i i
n  f 	, 	 ,  , uŽ .i Žq. Ž p. Žq. Ž p.   u  u   u  uŽ . Ý ž /i i j j ujj1
n  f 	, 	 , u ,  Ž .i Žq. Ž p. u  u , 3.7Ž .Ý ž / j j  jj1
Žq. Ž p.B  u  u  0 i 1, . . . , n ,Ž .i i i
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 Ž .where M  L . From 3.6 and the bounded convergence theorem iti t
 Ž Žm..4 Ž .follows that for any s, s	 1, the sequence M  u i 1, . . . , n ,i m1
sŽ .restricted to Q , converges in L Q . Therefore, since each of the func-1 1
TŽm.  tions u , m	 1, i 1, . . . , n, vanishes identically on  0, , it fol-i 2
lows from a basic parabolic equation integral estimate that if s 3, the
Žm.  2, 1 4 Ž .sequence  u converges in W Q . Moreover, we choose sm1 s 1
N 4max 3, ; therefore, by an imbedding theorem, the sequence converges in2
 , 2 Žm.  , 2Ž .  4 Ž .C Q . Hence, the sequence u converges in C Q . Let Q1 2 3
  Ž .be the cylinder  2T , 4T , and let  t be a smooth function defined1
3  Ž . Ž .on T , 4T such that  t  0 for T t T ,  t  1 for 2T T 4T ,1 12
Ž .and 0   1. From 3.7 , with  replaced by  , it follows that the1 1
Žm.  , 2 Ž .4 Ž .sequence M  u converges in C Q ; therefore, since each1 i 2
3 member of the sequence vanishes on  T , T and satisfies the bound-2
Ž .ary condition in 3.7 for m	 1, it follows from a basic parabolic equation
Žm. 2 , 12 4 Ž .Schauder estimate that sequence  u converges in C Q .1 i 2
 Žm.4 2 , 12Ž .Hence, u converges in C Q .i 3
Consequently, the restriction of u* to Q belongs to C 2 , 12, and3
Žm. Ž .from the fact that all u , m	 1, satisfy 2.1 , we see that u* is a solution
Ž . Ž . Ž .of 2.1 in Q . For any x, t  Q , we have u* x, t  T 3 3
Žm. Žm1.Ž . Ž . Ž .lim u x, t T  lim u x, t  u* x, t . Therefore, fromm m
T-periodicity of u*, we know u* is smooth and is a classical periodic
Ž .solution of the periodic boundary value problem 2.1 in Q. A similar
Ž .argument shows that u* is also a periodic solution of 2.1 on Q. Moreover,
Ž .from 3.6 , we have u* u* in Q.
Ž . ² :Let u* be an arbitrary periodic solution of 2.1 in the sector u, u .ˆ ˜
Ž .Then u, u* is a pair of T-upper and lower solutions of 2.1 . If we set u, u*˜ ˜
Ž .as the initial functions in 1.2 , then a similar argument to the above shows
that u*	 u*. By the same reason we have u*	 u*. Therefore, u* and u*
Ž .are the maximal and minimal periodic solutions of 2.1 in the sector
² :u, u , respectively.ˆ ˜
Ž . Ž .Let u be a solution of 2.1 with the initial function  x, t which
Ž . Ž . Ž .satisfies u x, t   x, t  u x, t in Q . Then by a parabolic comparisonˆ ˜ 0
principle, we have
u x , t  u x , t  u x , t , in Q.Ž . Ž . Ž .
Furthermore
Žm. Žm.u x , t  u x , tmT  u x , t , in Q.Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .In the above inequality, we let m tend to ; then 3.1 is obtained.
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Next, we consider the case where f is mixedly quasimonotone. For this
Ž  . Ž .aim we first introduce an extended system see 2 corresponding to 2.1 ,
Ž .1.2 ,
 ui         L u  f x , t , u , u , M , u , M , in D ,Ž .a b c di i i i  i i i i t
  i         L  f x , t , M  , M , u , M , u ,Ž .a b c di i i i i  i i i i t
in D ,
B u  h x , t , B  M  x , t  h x , t  h x , t , on S,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i i i i i i i
3.8Ž .
with
u x , t   x , t ,Ž . Ž .i i 3.9Ž . x , t M   x , t   x , t i 1, 2, . . . , n ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i i
Ž .where M M , . . . , M is a positive constant vector satisfying M 	 u in˜1 n i i
 D, i 1, . . . , n. It has been shown in 2 that
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.1. 1 The 2n-ector function f , . . . , f ,f , . . . ,f is1 n 1 n
² : Ž .quasimonotone nondecreasing in w , w , where w  u,  ˆ ˜
Ž . ² : Ž . Ž . Ž .u , . . . , u ,  , . . . ,  and w, w  u,   E D  E D : u uˆ ˜ ˆ1 n 1 n
4u, M u M u .˜ ˜ ˆ
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 The pair w u, M u , w u, M u are ordered T-upper˜ ˜ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˜
Ž .and lower solutions of 3.8 if and only if u and u are coupled T-upper and˜ ˆ
Ž .lower solutions of 2.1 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . ² :3 u* is the unique solution of 2.1 , 1.2 in u, u if and only ifˆ ˜
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . ² :u,   u*, M u* is the unique solution of 3.8 , 3.9 in w, w .ˆ ˜
Using the same method of proof in Theorem 3.1, we consider the
Ž . Ž .solutions u,  and u,  of the initial boundary value problems
ui     L u  f x , t , u , u , M ,  , M , in D ,Ž .a b c di i i i  i i i i t
  i     L  f x , t , M  , M , u , M , u ,Ž .a b dci i i i i  i i ii t
in D ,
B u  h , B   h , on S,i i i i i i
3.10Ž .
u  u ,  M u , in Q ,˜ ˆi i i i 0
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and
 ui        L u  f x , t , u , u , M , u , M , in D ,Ž .a b c di i i i  i i i i t
  i        L  f x , t , M  , M , u , M , u ,Ž .a b c di i i i i  i i i i t
in D ,
B u  h , B   h , on S,i i i i i i
3.11Ž .
u  u ,  M u , in Q .ˆ ˜i i i i 0
Ž . 1 1 Ž 1 1.In the problem 3.11 , we let M u , M  u . Then u , 
Ž .satisfies 3.10 . It follows from the uniqueness of solution of the problem
1 1Ž . Ž . Ž .3.10 that u,   u ,  . Then, we have the relations  M u and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . M u which lead to u,   u, M u and u,   u, M u . If
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .we set u* x, t  lim u x, tmT , u* x, t  lim u x, tmT ,m m
by Theorem 3.1 and its proof, it is known that the maximal and minimal
Ž . Ž . Ž .T-periodic solutions of 3.8 are u*, M u* and u*, M u* , respec-
Ž . Ž . Ž .tively. We substitute u*, M u* and u*, M u* into 3.8 and obtain
that
 ui         L u  f x , t , u , u* , u* , u , u , in D ,Ž .a cb di i i i  i ii i t
 ui         L u  f x , t , u , u* , u* , u , u , in D ,Ž .b da ci i i i  i ii i t
 B u  B u  h x , t , on S, 3.12Ž . Ž .i i i i i
Ž .which yields that u*, u* is a pair of T-periodic quasisolutions of 2.1 .
Ž . ² :Moreover, for arbitrary , *  w, w which is equivalent toˆ ˜
u    u , M u  M  u , in QŽ i. i 1, . . . , n , 3.13Ž . Ž .ˆ ˜ ˜ ˆi i i i i i i 0
Ž .the corresponding solution u,  satisfies the relation
u*, M u*  u ,   u*, M u* , as t  x .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
Ž . ² : Ž .Now if *M  then 3.13 holds for any  u, u and u,  ˆ ˜
Ž .u, M u . This implies that
u* x , t  u x , t  u* x , t , as t  x . 3.14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Finally if u* u* u*, then by the maximal and minimal property of u*
Ž . ² : Ž .and u*, u* is the unique solution of 2.1 in u, u ; furthermore 3.14ˆ ˜
leads to
u x , t  u* x , t , t  x . 3.15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
So we have the following conclusion
THEOREM 3.2. Let u, u be a pair of coupled T-upper and lower solutions˜ ˆ
Ž . Ž . ² :of 2.1 , and let H hold in 
 u, u . Then there is a pair of T-periodicˆ ˜
quasisolutions u* and u* with u* u* in Q. Moreoer, for any initial
Ž .function  satisfying u  u in Q , the corresponding solution u x, t ofˆ ˜ 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .2.1 , 1.2 possesses the property 3.14 . Further, if u* u* u*, then u* is
² : Ž .the unique T-periodic solution in u, u and satisfies the property 3.15 .ˆ ˜
We know that the quasisolutions of the problems are not the solutions
of the problems in general. But, under some conditions, the quasisolutions
of the problems are exactly or can constitute the solutions of the problems.
Here we give the following conclusion
PROPOSITION 3.1. Gien the conditions of Theorem 3.2, suppose
A k , . . . , k , B k , . . . , k 4  41 n n 1 n1 1
 4are two integer index sets with A B 1, . . . , n . Let f satisfy
Ž .1 for all i A B, f 	 0,i i
Ž .2 if i, j are in the same index set A or B and i j, f 	 0, f 	 0,i iu j j
Ž .3 if i, j are not in the same index set A or B, f  0, f  0, theni iu j j
Ž    . Ž    . Ž .u* , u* and u* , * are a pair of periodic solutions of 2.1 .A B A B
Ž .The result can be easily seen from 3.12 .
² :It is seen from Theorem 3.2 that the sector u*, u* between the
Ž .T-periodic quasisolutions u* and u* is an attractor for the system 2.1 ,
Ž .1.2 if u  u in Q . For any  we have the following result which isˆ ˜ 0
useful in the investigation of global attractors in some models.
THEOREM 3.3. Let the conditions in Theorem 3.2 hold and u, u be˜ ˆ
Ž . Ž .periodic, and let u u , . . . , u be the solution of 2.1 corresponding to an1 n
Ž .arbitrary initial function  x, t . If there exists a t*	 0 such that
 u x , t  u x , t  u x , t , for t t*  , t* i 1, . . . , n ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˜i i i i
then all the conclusions in Theorem 3.2 remain true.
The proof is clear as long as we set a transformation for time t.
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4. APPLICATIONS
In this section we apply the results obtained in the previous section to
some ecological models. These models include a periodic logistic delayed
equation, a periodic competitor-competitor-mutualist model with delay,
and a prey-predator model. The dynamics of these models without delays
 or periodicity have been investigated by many researchers 1, 2, 7, 9, 11 .
4.1. A Diffusion Logistic Equation with Delay
The following logistic equation with instantaneous and delay effects
 u
 Lu u a bu cu ,  0, ,Ž . Ž . t
Bu 0,  0, ,Ž .
 u x , t   x , t ,   , 0 ,Ž . Ž .
has been given considerable attention and most of the discussions are
concerned with the large time behavior of the solutions in relation to the
positive solution of the corresponding elliptic steady-state problem when
L, a, b, c are independent of t and in relation to the periodic solution of
 period T when  T 11 . Here we apply the results given in Section 3 to
study the problem
 u
 u u 1  x , t  bu cu ,  0, ,Ž . Ž .Ž . t
4.1Ž .
 u
 0,  0, ,Ž .
 n
 u x , t   x , t ,   , 0 , 4.2Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .where u  u x, t  with  0. b, c are positive constants,  x, t is
T-periodic in t and there is a constant  with 0  1 such thatˆ ˆ
Ž .    x, t   on  0, T .ˆ ˆ
According to Definition 2.3, if constants u and u satisfy˜ ˆ
1  bu cu 0,ˆ ˜ ˆ 4.3Ž .
1  bu cu 0,ˆ ˆ ˜
Ž .then u, u are the constant upper and lower solutions of 4.1 . We solve u, u˜ ˆ ˜ ˆ
Ž .from 4.3 as
1  1 ˆ ˆ
u  , u  .˜ ˆ
b c b c b c b c
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By Theorem 3.2, there is a pair of T-periodic quasisolutions u and u
satisfying
 u u x , t  u x , t  u ,  0, T , 4.4Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˜
u
 u u 1  x , t  bu cu ,  0, ,Ž . Ž .Ž . t
u
 u u 1  x , t  bu cu ,  0, , 4.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . t
u  u
  0,  0, .Ž .
n  n
Ž . Ž .From 4.4 , 4.5 , and the periodicity of u, u, we have
 u uŽ .T
0 u u dx dtŽ .H H
 t0 
T 2  grad u u dx dtŽ .H H
0 
1 ˆ T 2 1  2b c  u u dx dtŽ . Ž .ˆ H Hž /b c b c 0 
4.6Ž .
1 ˆ T
 c  u u u  u dx dt.Ž . Ž .H H  ž /b c b c 0 
By the Holder inequality¨
T
u u u  u dx dtŽ . Ž .H H  
0 
1 1
2 2T T2 2 u u dx dt u  u dx dtŽ . Ž .H H H H  
0  0 
T 2 u u dx dt. 4.7Ž .Ž .H H
0 
Ž . Ž .Then it yields from 4.6 and 4.7 that
2
 u uŽ .T
0 dx dtH H ž / x0 
b c 2 b cŽ . T 2    u u dx dt.Ž .ˆ ˆ H Hž /b c b c 0 
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When  is sufficiently small, it follows from b c that u u u*. So weˆ
have the following conclusion:
THEOREM 4.1. Let b c and  be sufficiently small. Then there is aˆ
unique periodic solution u* in
1  1 ˆ ˆ
 ,  .¦ ;b c b c b c b c
Ž .Moreoer, for any initial function  x, t with
1  1 ˆ ˆ
   x , t   ,Ž .
b c b c b c b c
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .the corresponding solution u x, t of 4.1 , 4.2 satisfies u x, t  u* x, t ,
Ž .as t  x .
4.2. A Competitor-Competitor-Mutualist Model
In this subsection we consider a periodic reaction-diffusion model with
delay in population biology which involves interactions among a competi-
tor, a mutualist-competitor, and a mutualist,
 u u a x , t uŽ .1 1 2 2 L u   x , t u 1  ,Ž .1 1 1 1 ž / t a x , t 1 a x , t uŽ . Ž .1 3 3
 u u2 2 L u   x , t u 1 b x , t u  ,  0, ,Ž . Ž . .2 2 2 2 1 1ž / t b x , tŽ .2
4.8Ž . u u3 3 L u   x , t u 1 ,Ž .3 3 3 3 ž / t c x , t  c x , t uŽ . Ž .0 1 1
B u  0,  0, ,.i i
with
 u x , t   x , t ,   , 0 , i 1, 2, 3, 4.9Ž . Ž . Ž .i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .where L and B are the same as in Section 2 and a x, t , b x, t , c x, ti i i i i
are positive, smooth, and T-periodic in t functions and  	 0.i
 In 7, 9 , the authors studied the asymptotic behavior of solutions of
Ž . Ž .4.8 , 4.9 in a periodic environment without delay. Here we will investi-
gate the case with delay.
First, we give a basic fact for a kind of periodic-parabolic equation which
is useful to determine the existence and global stability of periodic solu-
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tions. Consider
u
 Lu u a x , t  b x , t u ,  0, ,Ž . Ž . .Ž .
4.10 t Ž .
Bu 0,  0, ,.
Ž . Ž . Ž .where L and B are the same as 4.8 and a x, t , b x, t are positive,
smooth, and T-periodic in t functions. The existence and global stability of
Ž .  a T-periodic solution of 4.10 has been studied in 3 and leads to the
following proposition.
PROPOSITION 4.1. The eigenalue problem

 L a  ,  0, ,.
 t
B 0,  0, ,.
 is T-periodic in t ,
Ž Ž ..has a principal eigenalue  a x, t with positie eigenfunction1
Ž . Ž Ž ..1 If  a x, t 	 0, then the triial solution 0 is globally asymptoti-1
Ž .cally stable for 4.10 with respect to eery nonnegatie initial function.
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .2 If  a x, t  0, then the problem 4.10 admits a positie T-peri-1
Ž .odic solution  x, t which is globally asymptotically stable with respect to
eery nonnegatie, nontriial initial function.
By Definition 2.3, the requirements of T-upper and lower solutions for
Ž .the periodic boundary value problem 4.8 become
 u u a u˜ ˜ ˆ1 1 2 2 L u 	  u 1  ,˜ ˜1 1 1 1 ž / t a 1 a u˜1 3 3
 u uˆ ˆ2 2 L u   u 1 b u  ,  0, ,.ˆ ˆ ˜2 2 2 2 1 1ž / t b2 4.11Ž .
u u˜ ˜3 3 L u 	  u 1 ,˜ ˜3 3 3 3 ž / t c  c u˜0 1 1
B u  0, B u  0, B u 	 0,  0, ,.˜ ˆ ˜1 1 2 2 3 3
u x , t T  u x , t i 1, 3 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ ˜i i
 u x , t T 	 u x , t ,   , 0 ,Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ2 2
Ž .and u , u , u satisfies the corresponding reversed inequalities.ˆ ˜ ˆ1 2 3
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 .If we define constant mappings u :   ,  R by˜i
 4  4u max a ,  , u max b , ,˜ ˜1 1 M 1 M 2 2 M 2 M
u max c  c u ,  , 4˜ ˜3 0 M 1 M 1 3 M
where for a bounded function f : X R, defined on an abstract set X, fM
Ž .denotes the super norm of f on X, then it is easy to see that u , u , u˜ ˜ ˜1 2 3
Ž . Ž . Ž .and 0, 0, 0 are a pair of upper and lower solutions of 4.8 , 4.9 . By
Ž . Ž . Ž .Theorem 2.1, the system 4.8 , 4.9 has a unique global solution u , u , u1 2 3
 .such that 0 u  u in   , for every nonnegative initial func-˜i i
Ž . Ž .tion. Moreover a comparison between the solution u , u , u of 4.8 ,1 2 3
Ž . Ž .4.9 and the solution U , U , U of the following initial boundary value1 2 3
problem
U U1 1 L U   x , t U 1 ,Ž .1 1 1 1 ž / t a x , tŽ .1
U U2 2 L U   x , t U 1 ,  0, ,Ž . .2 2 2 2 ž / t b2 4.12Ž .
U U3 3 L U   x , t U 1 ,Ž .3 3 3 3 ž / t c  c U0 1 1
B U  0,  0, ,.i i
U x , t   x , t i 1, 2, 3 ,   , 0 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . .i i
shows that
u U i 1, 2, 3 ,   , . 4.13Ž . . Ž .i i
Ž .If   	 0, i 1, 2, 3, since U 0 as t , it is easy to see from1 i i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .the relation 4.13 that the solution u , u , u of 4.8 , 4.9 satisfies1 2 3
u  0 as t .i
Ž . Ž .If    0, i 1, 2, 3, let  ,  ,  be the positive periodic solution1 i 1 2 3
of the periodic parabolic boundary value problem
 1 1 L     1 ,1 1 1 1 ž / t a1
 2 2 L     1 ,  0, ,.2 2 2 2 ž / t b2
 3 3 L     1 ,3 3 3 3 ž / t c  c 0 1 1
B   0,  0, ,.i i
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Ž .and  , , be the positive periodic solution of the periodic boundary1 2 3
value problem
  a 1 1 2 2 L     1  ,1 1 1 1 ž / t a 1 a 1 3 3
 2 2 L     1 b   ,  0, ,.2 2 2 2 1 1ž / t b2
 3 3 L     1 ,3 3 3 3 ž / t c0
B   0,  0, ..i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .If   	 0,    0, and  x, 0  0, i 2, 3, by Proposition 4.1,1 1 1 i i
Ž . Ž .the problem 4.8 has a semitrivial periodic solution 0,  , . Moreover,2 3
Ž .since U  0 uniformly in  as t , it follows from 4.13 that u  01 1
as t . Therefore, for each  0, there is a T  0 such that when
x, T T , we have
u u u2 2 2
 u 1 b    L u   u 1 ,2 2 1 2 2 2 2ž / ž /b  t b2 2
u u u3 3 3
 u 1   L u   u 1 .3 3 3 3 3 3ž / ž /c  t c  c 0 0 1
Then a comparison argument shows that
V  u U , V  u U ,  T , , 4.14. Ž .2 2 2 3 3 3 
where V , V , U  are the solutions of the parabolic problems2 3 3
V V2 2 L V   V 1 b  ,2 2 2 2 1ž / t b2
V V3 3 L V   V 1 ,  T , ,.3 3 3 3 ž / t c0
U  U 3 3  L U   U 1 ,3 3 3 3 ž / t c  c 0 1
B V  B V  B U  0,  T , ,.2 2 3 3 3 3 
V x , T  u x , T , V x , T U  x , T  u x , T ,  .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2  2  3  3  3 
Ž .The arbitrariness of  and 4.14 imply that u   , u  .2 2 3 3
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Ž . Ž . Ž .If    0 and  x, 0  0, i 1, 3, and   	 0, then by Propo-1 i i 1 2
Ž . Ž .sition 4.1, a semitrivial periodic function  , 0,  satisfies 4.8 . The same1 3
Ž . Ž .reason and argument as above show that the solution u , u , u of 4.8 ,1 2 3
Ž .4.9 satisfies u   , u  0, u   as t .1 1 2 3 3
Ž Ž Ž ... Ž Ž ..Finally, if   1 a   1 a   0,   1 b   0,1 1 2 2 3 3 1 2 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .   0, then we also have    0, i 1, 2 since   1 3 1 i 1 1
Ž Ž Ž ... Ž . Ž Ž ... Ž .  1 a   1 a  ,      1 b  . By 4.11 , it1 1 2 2 3 3 1 2 1 2 1 1
Ž . Ž .is easy to see that  ,  ,  and  , , are the T-periodic upper1 2 3 1 2 3
Ž .and lower solutions of 4.8 . Then an application of Theorem 3.2 yields
Ž . Ž .that there is a pair of T-periodic quasisolutions  ,  ,  and  ,  , 1 2 3 1 2 3
satisfying
       , i 1, 2, 3,i i i i
  a 1 1 2 2 L     1  ,1 1 1 1 ž / t a 1 a 1 3 3
 2 2 L     1 b   ,  0, ,.2 2 2 2 1 1ž / t b2
 3 3 L     1 ,3 3 3 3 ž / t c  c 0 1 1
B   B   B   0,  0, ,.1 1 2 2 3 3
Ž . Ž .and  ,  ,  satisfies the same equalities. Therefore, both  ,  , 1 2 3 1 2 3
Ž . Ž .and  ,  ,  are positive T-periodic solutions of 4.8 . Moreover, for any1 2 3
  ² :initial function  satisfying     on   , 0 , the sector  , i i i
Ž . Ž .is an attractor of 4.8 , 4.9 .
To achieve the above goal, we derive the approximate periodic boundary
value problem as follows. Let  ,  ,  , , , and  be the solutions1 2 3 1 2 3
of the following problems, respectively,
   1 1  L     1 ,1 1 1 1 ž / t a  1
   2 2  L     1 ,2 2 2 2 ž / t b  2
   3 3  L     1 ,3 3 3 3 ž / t c  c 0 1 1
B   0, i 1, 2, 3,i i
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and
  a  1 1 2 2  L     1  ,1 1 1 1 ž / t a 1 a 1 3 3
 2 2   L     1 b   ,2 2 2 2 1 1ž / t b2
 3 3  L     1 ,3 3 3 3 ž / t c  0
B  0, i 1, 2, 3.i i
Ž    . Ž    .It is obvious that  ,  ,  and  , , are the T-periodic upper1 2 3 1 2 3
Ž .and lower solutions of 4.8 and
    ,i i
  , i 1, 2, 3.i i
  Ž .A similar argument shows that there are two solutions  ,  ,  and1 2 3
    Ž . Ž . ² : ,  ,  of 4.8 and we will prove that the sector  ,  is an1 2 3
Ž . Ž .attractor of 4.8 , 4.9 with nonnegative nontrivial initial value .
Since
 u u3 3 L u   u 13 3 3 3 ž / t c0
 .then a comparison argument shows that u  V on  0, or u  V3 3 3 3
Ž . Ž .in  0, and u n V n on  0, . From V  3 3 3 3
 as t , it implies that there is a T  0 such that3 1
u  , in  T , ..3 3 1
or
u  in  T , ,.3 3 1
and
 u 3 3
 on  T , ..1n  n
By the recursive argument we know that there is a T such that0
²  :u , u , u   ,  , if t	 T .Ž .1 2 3 0
 ² : Ž . Ž .Therefore,  ,  is the attractor of 4.8 , 4.9 .
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² : Ž . Ž .Since  is arbitrary, the sector  ,  will be an attractor of 4.8 , 4.9 .
Summarizing the above results and by Theorem 3.3, we have the
following conclusion:
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4.2. 1 If   	 0, i 1, 2, 3, then the triial solution1 i
Ž . Ž .0, 0, 0 is globally asymptotically stable in 4.8 with respect to eery nonnega-
Ž .tie initial function  ,  ,  .1 2 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 If   	 0,    0, i 2, 3, then 4.8 has a semitriial1 1 1 i
Ž . Ž .periodic solution 0,  , which is globally asymptotically stable in 4.82 3
Ž . Ž .with respect to eery nonnegatie initial function  , ,  with  x, 0  0,1 2 3 i
i 2, 3.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 If    0, i 1, 3,   	 0, then 4.8 has a semitriial1 i 1 2
Ž . Ž .periodic solution  , 0,  which is globally asymptotically stable for 4.81 3
Ž . Ž .with respect to eery nonnegatie initial function  , ,  with  x, 0  0,1 2 3 i
i 1, 3.
Ž . Ž Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..4 If   1 a   1 a   0,   1 b   0,1 1 2 2 3 3 1 2 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .   0, then 4.8 has two positie periodic solutions  ,  ,  and1 3 1 2 3
Ž . ,  ,  with        , i 1, 2, 3. Moreoer, for any nonnega-1 2 3 i i i i
Ž . Ž .tie initial function  , , with  x, 0  0, i 1, 2, 3, the correspond-1 2 3 i
Ž . Ž . Ž .ing solution u , u , u of 4.8 , 4.9 possesses the property1 2 3
  u x , t   , as t , x .Ž .i i i
4.3. A Prey-Predator Model
In the VolterraLotka prey-predator model where both the periodic
environment and delay are taken into consideration, the equations govern-
ing the prey population u and the predator population u are given by1 2
u1  L u  u a x , t  b x , t u  c x , t u ,  0, ,Ž . Ž . Ž . .Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 t
u2  L u  u a x , t  b x , t u  c x , t u ,  0, ,Ž . Ž . Ž . .Ž .2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 t
B u  0,  0, , 4.15. Ž .i i
with
 u x , t   x , t , i 1, 2,   , 0 . 4.16Ž . Ž . Ž .i i
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From Definition 2.3, the T-upper and lower solutions are required to
satisfy
 u˜1  L u 	 u a  b u  c u ,  0, ,.˜ ˜ ˜ ˆŽ .1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 t
 u˜2  L u 	 u a  b u  c u ,  0, ,.˜ ˜ ˜Ž .2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 t
4.17Ž .
B u 	 0, i 1, 2,  0, ,.˜i i
 u x , t 	 u x , t T ,   , 0Ž . Ž .˜ ˜i i
Ž .and u , u satisfies the corresponding reversed inequalities.ˆ ˆ1 2
Let U , U be the solutions of the equations1 2
U1  L U U a  b U ,  0, ,Ž . .1 1 1 1 1 1 t
U2  L U U a  b U  c U ,  0, ,Ž . .2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 t
4.18Ž .
B U  0,  0, ,.i i
 U x , t   x , t , i 1, 2,   , 0 .Ž . Ž .i i
Ž . Ž .It is easily seen that the pair U , U and 0, 0 are coupled upper-lower1 2
Ž . Ž .solutions of 4.17 , 4.18 . By Theorem 2.1 the prey-predator model has a
Ž .unique global solution u , u with1 2
0, 0  u , u  U , U . 4.19Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .When  a 	 0 and  a  0, by Proposition 4.1, since U  0 as1 1 1 2 1
t 0 we have that u  0 as t . Therefore for any small  0 there1
is a T  0 such that1
U2  L U U a  b  c U .Ž .2 2 2 2 2 2 2 t
Ž . ŽA comparison argument shows that when  a  0 then we also have1 2
Ž . . a  b  	 0, since  is sufficient small , U  0 as t . Hence1 2 2 2
u  0 as t .2
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .If  a  0 and  a  0, let  ,  and  , be the positive1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2
periodic solutions of the periodic boundary value problems
1  L    a  b  ,Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1 t
2  L    a  b   c  ,Ž .2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 t
B   0, i 1, 2,i i
and
1  L   a  b   c  ,Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 t
2  L   a  c  ,Ž .2 2 2 2 2 2 t
B   0, i 1, 2.i i
Ž . Ž .When  a 	 0,  a  0, it is easy to see from Proposition 4.1 that1 1 1 2
Ž . Ž .4.17 has a semitrivial periodic solution 0, which is globally asymptot-2
Ž .ically stable in 4.17 with respect to every nonnegative initial function
Ž . Ž . , with  x, 0  0.1 2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .Similarly, when  a  0,  a  b  	 0, 4.17 has a semitrivial1 1 1 2 1 1
Ž . Ž .periodic solution  , 0 which is globally asymptotically stable in 4.171
Ž . Ž .with respect to every nonnegative initial function  ,  with  x, 0  0.1 2 1
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .When  a  c   0 we also have  a  0 ,  a  0, by1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .4.19 , it is easily known that  ,  and  , are a pair of T periodic1 2 1 2
Ž .upper and lower solutions of 4.17 . Therefore, by Theorem 3.2, there is a
Ž . Ž .pair of T-periodic quasisolutions  ,  and  ,  with      1 2 1 2 i i i
 , i 1, 2, and satisfyingi
1  L    a  b   c  ,Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 t
2  L    a  b   c  ,Ž .2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 t
B   0, i 1, 2,i i
Ž .and the  ,  satisfy the same relations. For any nonnegative initial1 2
Ž . Ž .condition  , with  x, 0  0, i 1, 2 it is known from Proposition1 2 i
4.1 that U   uniformly in  as t . Therefore, there is a T  01 1 1
 .such that U     on  T , , so it follows that1 1 1
U2  L U U a  b     c U .Ž .Ž .2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 t
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A comparison argument shows that U   as t  uniformly in .2 2
 .Hence from u U there is a T  T such that u   on  T , .2 2 2 1 2 2 2
Ž .  .On the other hand, when x, t  T , , we have2
 u1  L u 	 u a  b u  c  ,Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 t
 u2  L u 	 u a  c u .Ž .2 2 2 2 2 2 t
By a similar comparison argument it is shown that there is a T  T such3 2
 .that u 	 , u 	 on  T , . Therefore,   u   , i 1, 2,1 1 2 2 3 i i i
for sufficiently large time t.
Summing up the above results and by Theorem 3.3, we have
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4.3. 1 If  a 	 0,  a  0, then the triial solution1 1 1 2
Ž . Ž .0, 0 is globally asymptotically stable in 4.17 with respect to eery nonnega-
Ž .tie initial function  ,  .1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 If  a 	 0,  a  0, then 4.17 has a semitriial periodic1 1 1 2
Ž . Ž .solution 0, which is globally asymptotically stable in 4.17 with respect to2
Ž . Ž .eery nonnegatie initial function  ,  with  x, 0  0.1 2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 If  a  0,  a  b  	 0, then 4.17 has a semitriial1 1 1 2 1 1
Ž . Ž .periodic solution  , 0 which is globally asymptotically stable in 4.17 with1
Ž . Ž .respect to eery nonnegatie initial function  , with  x, 0  0.1 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4 If  a  c   0,  a  0, then 4.17 has a pair of peri-1 1 1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .odic quasisolutions  ,  and  ,  with        , i 1, 2.1 2 1 2 i i i i
² : Ž .Moreoer, the sector  ,  is an attractor of 4.17 with respect to eery
Ž . Ž .nonnegatie initial function  ,  with  x, 0  0, i 1, 2.1 2 i
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